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About This Game

A Demon Hunter receives a letter from Daniel, a man begging for help against a demonic infestation from the mountain that he
calls home. The Hunter, in a search for him through the cold and abandoned world, will discover a twisted tale of intimacy and

violence of the past, and must use that knowledge to purge the demons from the once-beautiful land.

- Hand animated 2D characters on a cold and ruined 3D world
- Methodical combat that rewards patience, precision, and knowing the enemies intimately

- A one-sitting narrative of discovering memory fragments that showcase the beauty of the past
- Fully voiced dialogues and narrations

- Optional Narrative Mode for those who don't want difficulty to affect the pacing of the story, without taking away the
intensity of combat
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I can see what this game tried to do, and I appreciated the effort. But while on the technical side it can be forgiven, being a
100% indie project, it really needed a designer. A real game designer I mean.. Hehe, I like this game~! <3
It's great to play when your soooo bored.
10/10. I play: Bezier, Echoes+, Geometry Wars, Gran Vitreous, P-3 Biotic, Scoregasm, Ultratron, Waves....
No, I don't like space-shooter-arena !!
But I assume this one is a good one.. when trying to get into a server there are no servers popping up for me to get into if
possible please help me i want to play. and when i first get into the game is says no verison info. Why isn't it possible to change
the language of the game other than at when running it for the first time?. Best Wallpaper Software So Far

(Using %0.5 of my CPU :D ). Please give me my money back it got ride of all my progress for some dumb reason this game
cant keep a file for 1 week :(
please!!!
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Game is tedious and monotonous, and I say that as someone who plays Marathon speed games of Civ and Extended Timeline
EU 4. Lots of waiting with nothing going on, but unlike Civ or Eu4, you don't get notificaiton\/pause popups when something
finally happens. Spent 2 hours last night just moving good and people back and forth with 30s - 1 min of waiting for a ship to
arrive punctuated by 2s of clicking. For TWO HOURS. Yeah, don't bother.. Although I didn't find this a thriller, I did appriciate
the experience. It only goes for a few minutes but it was enjoyable all the same.. I've forgotten how many times I played this
gem of a game. Still doesn't look that bad for a 17 year old. It left such a mark on me that I *STILL* name ships in other games
things like "Cobalt Spike". The fleshing out of the story, background and protaganists is surprisingly deep, accompanied and
aided by largely voiced fluff from the TNS news service. Bruce Campbell is awesome as the main protaganist (try cheating and
feel his wrath - it's a nice easter egg).

The story splits mid-way, and the ethos, ships, and weapons of the two factions feel suitably different as you either aid the Bora
freedom fighters/terrorists, or buddy up to the Galactic Spanning Corporation, GalSpan.

In the in-game words of the Almighty Campbell "Just play the damn game already"!. great gmae but the music is AWFUL! you
will want to turn the music off as soon as you start the game.. Good mind bending platform with portal guns and time travel..
Number 1 babyyy
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